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Abstract
Current MAC (Medium Access Control) protocols for data collection scenarios with a large num-
ber of mobile nodes that generate bursty traffic are typically based on low-power listening (LPL)
for network synchronization and FSA (Frame Slotted ALOHA) as the channel access mecha-
nism. However, FSA has a MAC layer efficiency bounded to an upper limit of 36.8% due to
contention effects, which reduces packet throughput and increases energy consumption. In this
paper, we target such scenarios by presenting LPDQ (Low-Power Distributed Queuing), a highly
efficient and low power MAC protocol. LPDQ is able to self-schedule data transmissions, act-
ing as a FSA MAC under light traffic and seamlessly converging to a TDMA (Time Division
Multiple Access) MAC under congestion. The paper presents the design principles and the im-
plementation details of LPDQ using low-power commercial radio transceivers. Experimental
tests demonstrate a MAC efficiency close to 99% which is independent of the number of nodes
in the network and is fair in terms of resource allocation to nodes.
Keywords: Internet of Things, Machine-to-Machine Communications, Medium Access
Control, Low Power Wireless, Time Division Multiple Access, Radio Frequency Identification,
Frame Slotted ALOHA, Distributed Queuing.
1. Introduction
The IoT (Internet of Things) [1] is a paradigm in which objects are augmented with sensors
and actuators and integrated to the Internet through low-power wireless communications and
standardized protocols [2] to enable interaction with humans and other machines in an M2M
(Machine to Machine) context. Integrating objects with the Internet may be challenging due to
available energy constraints and the need to have long-lasting network deployments [3]. It is
widely known that the radio transceiver is the element that dominates energy consumption in
wireless communication devices [4]. In particular, it is the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer
that controls when the radio transceiver has to be powered on, either to transmit or receive, and
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thus determines the overall energy consumption. According to [5], the energy waste at the MAC
layer comes from four sources: packet collisions, packet overhearing, idle listening, and protocol
overhead. For that reason, it is key to design MAC protocols that are efficient in these terms.
Two aspects need to be tackled in the design of an efficient MAC protocol [6]: network syn-
chronization and channel access. Regarding the former, MAC protocols can be classified into
synchronous or asynchronous depending on whether nodes have a common notion of time that
determines the action to take, e.g., receive or transmit. Regarding the latter, MAC protocols can
be classified into reservation-based and random access according to the availability of a schedule
that determines which node should transmit at each instant. The decision between the different
alternatives depends on the application requirements and certain trade-offs exist between network
performance and energy consumption. For networks with static nodes and periodic traffic it has
been shown that a time-synchronized approach combined with schedule-based communications,
e.g., IEEE 802.15.4e [7] based on TSCH (Time Slotted Channel Hopping), leads to high network
efficiency and low energy consumption [8, 9, 10] regardless of the number of nodes.
However, for networks with a large number of nodes that are mobile and generate bursty traf-
fic, such approach is suboptimal due to the energy required to create, distribute and maintain
the network schedule. In these scenarios, which are common in the IoT domain (e.g., data col-
lection), a better approach is to combine low-power listening for network synchronization [11]
with random channel access to enable data transmission [12]. However, current random channel
access protocols, e.g., those based on FSA (Frame Slotted ALOHA), are suboptimal in terms of
both network performance and energy consumption due to the effects of contention. Several au-
thors have presented mechanisms to minimize collision probability in FSA-based protocols [13],
which typically rely on discovering how many nodes are present in the network, either a priori
(building a tree previous to data transmission) or a posteriori (inferring the number of collisions
in the current frame), and adapting the number of slots per frame based on the feedback. Yet,
when nodes are mobile and generate bursty traffic both approaches are not optimal because the
discovery process either reduces network data throughput (due to time required to build the tree)
or increases node energy consumption (due to data packet collisions in subsequent frames).
Considering the limitations of existing MAC protocols for such networks, in this paper we
focus on the design, implementation and evaluation of LPDQ (Low-Power Distributed Queu-
ing). The paper describes LPDQ, which is based on LPL (Low-Power Listening) for network
synchronization and DQ (Distributed Queuing) for channel access, and includes CH (Channel
Hopping) to add robustness against multi-path propagation and external interference. The paper
also presents the implementation of LPDQ using off-the-shelf hardware and a custom software
stack, and discusses its main challenges and the solutions that have been adopted. Finally, an ex-
perimental evaluation of LPDQ is also presented, demonstrating its performance and comparing
it to FSA in terms of packet throughput. The main benefits of the LPDQ channel access mech-
anism compared to FSA are: a) No collisions during data packet transmission, b) Performance
is independent on the number of nodes, and c) Resources are evenly distributed among nodes.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that presents and evaluates the performance
of a MAC protocol based on the principles described above for the IoT. Moreover, as far as we
know, none of the current research includes experimental evaluation showing the feasibility of
the MAC protocol when implemented using low-power commercial radio transceivers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the research related
to improving the performance of FSA, as well as the research related to DQ. Section 3 presents
the design principles and operational details of LPDQ. Section 4 discusses the implementation
of LPDQ using off-the-shelf hardware and a custom software stack. Section 5 evaluates the
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performance of LPDQ and compares it to FSA. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Related work
This section presents the work related to our research and is divided into two subsections. The
first subsection presents the research related to improving the performance of FSA, whereas the
second subsection introduces DQ and presents the existing research related to it.
2.1. Frame Slotted ALOHA
FSA is the channel access mechanism used by standards that need to support data collection
scenarios where nodes are mobile and generate bursty traffic, e.g., ISO 18000 [14]. ISO 18000
is a family of standards targeted at RFID, e.g., item identification and management applications.
The ISO 18000-1 standard defines the generic system architecture, whereas the remaining parts
of the standard, e.g., ISO 18000-2 to ISO 18000-7, define the physical layer and data-link layer
parameters to operate at different frequency bands, e.g., 135 kHz, 13.56 MHz, 2.45 GHz, 868-
915 MHz, and 433 MHz. In particular, the data-link layer of ISO 18000-7 [15], which is targeted
at active RFID operating in the 433 MHz band, uses LPL to wake-up nodes and FSA to enable
data transmission. However, due to the effects of contention, e.g., two nodes transmitting in the
same slot, the maximum performance of FSA is 36.8% only when the number of slots per frame
is equal to the number of contending nodes [13].
To improve the performance of FSA, several authors have proposed various methods based on
two principles. First, using a tree splitting algorithm to detect the number of nodes present in the
network a priori, e.g., previous to data transmission. Second, determining the optimal number of
slots per frame a posteriori, e.g., based on the information extracted from collisions in the current
slot. The different proposals that are available in the literature are summarized next.
Yoon et. al. [16] propose two mechanisms to improve the tag anti-collision protocol. The first
is based on a dynamic approach to enable the reader select the optimal slot size. The second
is based on a broadcast command that enables to put tags to sleep more effectively. The re-
sults, based on real-world experiments, show that the collection time is directly proportional to
the number of tags. In [17], Yeh et al. present ASPS (Adaptive Splitting and Pre-Signaling), a
counter-based tag anti-collision protocol that uses adaptive splitting and pre-signaling to reduce
tag collision. First, by means of predicting the number of tags it can split them into groups to
reduce collision probability. Second, by means of using pre-signaling it is possible to reduce
tag identification delay. The results obtained show that the MAC protocol achieves a maximum
efficiency of 55%. Nilsson et al. [18] present and evaluate a contention-based MAC protocol
for active RFID that uses a non-persistent CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision
Avoidance) with a dynamic back-off window in a non-slotted channel. The paper studies en-
ergy consumption, read-out delay and message throughput based on computer simulations. The
results show that it is possible to reduce the average energy consumption, leading to a 50 % in-
crease in tag battery lifetime. In [19], Chin et al. present E2MAC, an energy efficient MAC that
uses a dynamic FSA with three different frame types to read and monitor tags. The results show
that the protocol reduces the number of collisions and the energy wasted to resolve them.
More recently, Namboodiri et al. investigate in [13] the effects of collisions in slotted
ALOHA-based protocols for RFID and show that collisions have an impact on both the transac-
tion time and the energy required to complete it. The authors derive a mathematical model of the
protocol performance, validate it using simulations and, finally, evaluate it using an experimental
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setup. In the experimental phase the energy consumption of both the reader and the tags is eval-
uated, confirming that the consumption is directly proportional to the number of tags present in
the reader field. In [20], Qian et al. present ASAP (Adaptively Splitting-based Arbitration Proto-
col), a protocol that creates groups of tags on demand and estimates the cardinality of each group
during this process. The authors perform both theoretical analysis and simulation evaluation to
show that the performance of ASAP is better than other existing collision-arbitration protocols
and the efficiency is close to the theoretically optimal values. Finally, Wu et al. [21] present a
novel anti-collision protocol based on a binary tree slotted ALOHA, which allows to adjust the
number of slots per frame to a value close to the number of tags. The results show that the MAC
performance can be increased to 42%.
2.2. Distributed Queuing
DQ is a channel access mechanism that evolves from CTA (Collision Tree Algorithm) [22].
In CTA, the ternary feedback (e.g., empty, collision and success) obtained from the transmission
of data packets is used to subsequently split nodes into sub-groups to reduce the collision prob-
ability of future data packet transmissions. In fact, using such approach it is possible to ensure
that after a certain number of transmissions, which depends on the number of slots per frame and
the number of nodes in the network, each node will be able to transmit without contention. In
that sense, DQ improves over CTA in three different ways. First, DQ interleaves the contention
resolution process with the transmission of data packets. Second, DQ uses smaller packets to ob-
tain ternary feedback from nodes requesting access to the network. Third, DQ uses the feedback
obtained to organize the nodes in two different queues, one to manage the subsequent resolution
of collisions and the other to manage the transmission of data packets. Compared to CTA, using
such approach enables DQ to minimize the effects of contention, thus leading to an increase in
network performance and a reduction in the energy consumption of nodes.
Originally, DQ was designed for the distribution of digital signals over wired networks, e.g.,
CATV (CAble TeleVision) [23]. However, over the years DQ has been adapted to the spe-
cific requirements of other types of networks, both wired and wireless. Regarding the latter,
in DQRAP/CDMA [24] it was adapted for third generation cellular networks based on CDMA
(Code Division Multiple Access). In DQCA [25, 26] it was adapted for WLANs (Wireless Local
Area Networks). In DQMAN [27] it was adapted for MANETs (Mobile Ad Hoc Networks).
Finally, in DQBAN [28] it was adapted for BANETs (Body Area Networks). In all cases DQ
has been able to ensure collision-free data transmissions and offer a near optimum performance
that is independent of the offered traffic and the number of nodes present in the network. This is
specially interesting for data collection scenarios in the IoT, where there may be a large number
of nodes that are mobile and generate bursty traffic patterns.
3. Protocol design
In this section we present LPDQ, a MAC protocol specifically suited for scenarios where
nodes are mobile and generate bursty traffic. Specifically, we describe the operation principles
of LPDQ and present the protocol operation details, making emphasis on the aspects that make
it suitable for the targeted scenarios.
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Figure 1: Network topology with a coordinator and multiple nodes.
3.1. Protocol overview
LPDQ uses a single-hop star topology with two device types, node and coordinator, as depicted
in Figure 1. A node (or device) is a battery-operated device that includes a low-power radio
transceiver that enables it to communicate with the coordinator. In addition, a node may contain
sensors and actuators to monitor physical parameters or actuate over physical elements. On its
behalf, a coordinator (or gateway) is the device responsible for triggering communications with
nodes and interfacing with other networks, e.g., the Internet.
As introduced earlier, LPDQ is based on three design principles: Low-Power Listening (LPL),
Distributed Queuing (DQ) and Channel Hopping (CH). First, LPL is used for network synchro-
nization and enables the coordinator to wake up nodes that are within its communication range.
Second, DQ is used as the channel access mechanism and ensures that all each node knows
exactly which action to take in each frame, e.g., receive or transmit a packet, and that all data
transmissions in the network are collision free despite there is no network schedule. Third, CH is
used to add robustness to the network against the effects of multi-path propagation and external
interferences from other networks operating in the same band. Using these principles, the oper-
ation of LPDQ is divided in two phases: network synchronization and data transmission. These
two phases are described in detail in the following subsections.
3.2. Network synchronization
In LPDQ, communications are triggered by the coordinator, as depicted in Figure 2. The
network synchronization phase is responsible for waking up all nodes that are within the coor-
dinator communication range and synchronizing them to enable data transmission. By default,
nodes are in a low-power listening mode in which they periodically wake up and turn on the radio
transceiver for a short period of time to detect communication requests from surrounding coor-
dinators. The period between two consecutive wake-up events is called check interval, whereas
the time that the node remains in the wake-up state is called wake-up time. Upon detecting a
command from upper layers, e.g., application layer, the coordinator starts broadcasting wake-up
packets. The overall duration of the network synchronization phase is called synchronization
interval. Within the synchronization interval, wake-up packets are transmitted at a rate called
transmit interval and have a duration named transmit duration. Wake-up packets are formed by
a short preamble and payload and, among other information, contain the time at which nodes
are expected to enter the data transmission phase and, also, the channel offset at which nodes
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Figure 2: Example: network synchronization using low-power listening. Node C receives the
wake-up packet when 6 ticks remain, whereas Node B receives it when 5 ticks remain and Node
A receives it when only 3 ticks remain. However, because all nodes share the same notion of
time, they will wake-up simultaneously to start the data transmission phase.
are expected to start communicating. Thus, when nodes receive a wake-up packet from a coor-
dinator they configure a time event to wake up at a specific moment in time and enter the data
communication phase, which is described in the following subsection.
The timing of the network synchronization phase, that is, the time at which nodes enter the
receive mode as well as its duration, and the channel that nodes listen to is configurable. How-
ever, all the nodes that are in the network must share the same notion of time and configuration
parameters in order to be able to synchronize with a coordinator. In that sense, a tick is defined
as the minimum unit of time at which events can be resolved at the MAC layer. In addition, there
are two constraints that need to be met in order to ensure that all nodes within the coordinator
communication range will receive at least one wake-up packet. First, the coordinator synchro-
nization interval has to be longer than the node check interval. Second, the coordinator transmit
interval has to be shorter than the node wake-up time.
3.3. Data transmission
In LPDQ the data transmission period operates in a synchronous basis using a time-fixed
frame structure that repeats over time until communications are completed, e.g., when nodes
have no further data packets to be transmitted to the coordinator. At each frame, three time-fixed
subperiods are defined: access request, data transmission and feedback information, as depicted
in Figure 3. The aim of the access request subperiod is to enable nodes to request network access
by means of transmitting an ARP (Access Request Packet). The aim of the data transmission
subperiod is to enable nodes to transmit a data packet to the coordinator without contention.
Finally, the aim of the feedback information subperiod is to enable the coordinator transmit a
FBP (FeedBack Packet) that provides nodes with information regarding the status of the access
request and the data transmission subperiods, e.g., data positive or negative acknowledgement.
In addition, a SIFS (Short Inter-Space Frame) and LIFS (Long Inter-Space Frame) are introduced
to compensate for random delays, e.g., data processing.
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Figure 3: Data transmission using a time-fixed structure with access request, data transmission
and feedback information subperiods. Example: in the access request subperiod the ARP1 is
empty (no node transmits an ARP), the ARP2 is collision (Node B and Node C transmit an ARP,
so they will join the CRQ) and ARP3 is success (only Node D transmits an ARP, so it will join
the DTQ). In the data transmission subperiod Node A transmits its data packet because it is at
the head of the DTQ. Finally, in the feedback information subperiod the coordinator transmits a
FBP that is received by all nodes. Note that S stands for SIFS and L stands for LIFS.
In order to ensure collision-free data transmission, two distributed queues are used; one to
organize nodes that need to resolve their collisions during the access request subperiod (CRQ,
Collision Resolution Queue) and another to organize nodes that have successfully entered the
system and are awaiting to transmit their data packet to the coordinator (DTQ, Data Transmission
Queue). Both queues are distributed in the sense that each node only has two integer numbers
representing each queue; one number that represents the total length of the queue (same value in
all nodes) and another number that represents the relative position of the node within the queue
(different for each node). The resolution of collisions within the CRQ is done using a BTSA
(Blocked Tree Splitting Algorithm) and a set of rules, e.g., a node can only transmit an ARP
if the CRQ is empty and it does not hold any position in the DTQ. A detailed overview of the
protocol operation, including the set of rules that determine how queues are managed and how
nodes behave under each situation, can be found in [25].
The access request subperiod is further divided into a configurable number m of ARP slots,
and it is used by the nodes to request access to the network. To do so, they select an ARP slot at
random and transmit an ARP. The coordinator operates in receive mode for the complete access
request subperiod and listens to the ARPs transmitted by nodes. According to the outcome of
each ARP slot, the coordinator can distinguish between three states: empty, success or collision.
An ARP slot is empty if no node has transmitted an ARP in that slot. An ARP slot is declared
successful when a single ARP has been received and decoded. Finally, a collision occurs when
two or more nodes transmit in a particular ARP slot and none can be decoded by the coordinator.
Nodes that succeed in transmitting an ARP enter the DTQ, whereas nodes that collide enter
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the CRQ. Using such approach, nodes are progressively separated into smaller groups and the
process is repeated in every frame until all nodes are queued in the DTQ. Therefore, collisions in
LPDQ can only happen during the access subperiod and are used to organize nodes into the CRQ
or DTQ depending on the ARP outcome. This implies that the energy wasted due to collisions is
reduced in LPDQ with regard to other MAC protocols that use data packets to contend because
collisions only happen with ARPs, which are shorter than data packets. Moreover, BTSA ensures
that in every frame a maximum number of m nodes can solve their previous ARP collision and
enter the DTQ. This approach reduces the average number of ARP transmission attempts required
by each node to enter into DTQ logarithmically.
The data subperiod is used by the node at the head of the DTQ, i.e., at the first position, to
transmit its data packet to the coordinator. The outcome of a data packet in the data subperiod is
threefold: success, empty or error. Success indicates that the coordinator received the data packet
successfully. Empty indicates that no data packet was detected in the current data subperiod. Fi-
nally, error indicates that the data packet could not be properly received, e.g., it did not pass the
CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check). As only one node can hold the first position of the DTQ at
any given time, LPDQ ensures that data packets are transmitted without contention. Besides,
LPDQ is protocol agnostic, meaning that the data packet is able to transport any type of upper
layer protocol. For example, a data packet can have a 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless
Personal Area Networks) header, thus allowing IP addressing. Moreover, because LPDQ is de-
signed for one-hop communications, routing protocols at the network layer are not required, e.g.,
RPL (Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks) [29]. To enable communications
with other networks, e.g., the Internet, the coordinator can actuate as a gateway implementing
any address translation or routing protocol, and forwarding data accordingly.
The feedback subperiod is devoted to transmitting the feedback packet. The feedback packet
is broadcast by the coordinator and must be received by all nodes that are currently part of the
network. The feedback packet contains information regarding the status of each ARP slot in the
access subperiod, e.g., empty, success or collision, and the data packet in the data subperiod,
e.g., success, empty or error. Based on the information received in the feedback packet, nodes
are able update their relative positions in the CRQ and DTQ. For example, if a node transmitted
an ARP with success, it will enter the DTQ at the last position. Contrarily, if the ARP collided,
the node will enter the CRQ at the last position. Also, if the data packet in the data subperiod was
successful, the node will leave the DTQ, enabling the next node to transmit its data packet in the
subsequent frame. The feedback packet also includes the current values of the CRQ and the DTQ
to enable nodes ensure that their local values are consistent with the whole network and allow the
recovery of nodes that may have lost one of the feedback packets. Finally, the feedback packet
also includes a field that determines the end of the current collection period. Such condition
occurs when the coordinator detects a certain number of frames without receiving any ARP and
the DTQ being empty, i.e., neither new access requests nor data pending to be transmitted.
Finally, because LPDQ may operate in unlicensed bands or multiple LPDQ networks may
coexist in the same location, a mechanism to provide robustness against physical layer effects,
e.g., multi-path propagation and external interference, is required. To provide robustness against
such physical layer effects, LPDQ uses a slow channel hopping mechanism similar to that of
IEEE 802.15.4e [7]. The available bandwidth, W, is divided into a number of equispaced chan-
nels, Nchannels. In the particular example of the IEEE 802.15.4e, Nchannels = 16, numbered from 0
to 15. The channel to be used in frame i + 1 is denoted by ci+1 and can be computed as
ci+1 = [ci + S pattern] (mod Nchannels), (1)
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where ci is the channel used in the previous frame i, and S pattern is a sequence pattern of integer
numbers that is included by the coordinator in the wake-up packets during the synchronization
phase. This sequence can be randomly generated by the coordinator for each collection round to
provide the system with higher reliability. Note that a node which does not know and follow the
sequence will not be able to interfere the network set by a given coordinator.
4. Protocol implementation
This section presents the implementation details of LPDQ, including both the hardware plat-
form and the software stack that have been developed, as well as the configuration parameters
that have been used. In addition, the section presents the implementation challenges that have
been found during the implementation and discusses how these challenges have been addressed.
4.1. Hardware platform
To implement and evaluate LPDQ we have developed OpenMote-433, a COTS (Commercial
Off-The-Shelf) low-power wireless platform. OpenMote-433, depicted in Figure 4, is based on
a Texas Instruments CC430 SoC (System on Chip) [30], which embeds an MSP430 16-bit RISC
microcontroller, running at 16 MHz with 4 kBytes of RAM and 32 kBytes of Flash memories,
and a CC1101 radio-transceiver, which operates at the Sub-GHz band with data rates of up to
600 kbps and supports ASK (Amplitude Shift Keying), FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) and MSK
(Minimum Shift Keying) modulations. The radio transceiver has been tuned to the 433 MHz
band using a discrete balun and connected to a λ/4 monopole antenna through an SMA connector.
Finally, two AAA batteries provide energy to the system (3 V, 1500 mAh).
Figure 4: An OpenMote-433 board with a Texas Instruments CC430 SoC.
4.2. Physical layer
LPDQ is independent of the physical layer and thus can operate in any frequency band, at any
data rate, and with any modulation scheme.
In the particular implementation described in this paper, and in order to maximize the trans-
mission range to guarantee single-hop communications, we have implemented LPDQ to op-
erate at the 433 MHz band. This is the band of operation defined in the specification of the
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Parameter Value
Frequency band 433 MHz
Channel number 2
Channel frequency 433.380 MHz
Channel bandwidth 540 kHz
Modulation scheme MSK
Data rate 250 kbps
Transmit power 0 dBm
Sensitivity -91 dBm
Table 1: LPDQ physical layer parameters.
IEEE 802.15.4f amendment [31] to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [32], which is targeted at active
RFID applications, e.g., data collection scenarios.
This amendment defines three possible data rates, i.e., 31, 100 and 250 kbps, and a type of
continuous phase FSK modulation called MSK. For our implementation, we have used a data
rate of 250 kbps, which yields a measured sensitivity of -91 dBm for a PER (Packet Error Rate)
of 1% transmitting packets of 20 bytes and using a channel bandwidth of 540 kHz. This data rate
has been selected because it is equivalent to that of IEEE 802.15.4 and achieves the least energy
consumption per bit while offering a range that has been measured to be 1.6 times that of the
2.4 GHz band in real conditions [33]. In case that a longer range is required, the lower data rates
defined in the standard, e.g., 31 kbps or 100 kbps, can be selected at the expense of increasing
the energy consumption per bit if the transmit power is kept constant.
4.3. Network synchronization phase
Regarding network synchronization, the implementation of low power listening on both the
coordinator and the nodes has been realized using the microcontroller hardware. The time refer-
ence has been obtained from the internal real-time clock (RTC), which operates at 32,768 kHz.
Therefore, the minimum time unit at which events are resolved is referred to as a tick and its
duration is equal to 30.51 us (1/(32,768 kHz)).
Upon the reception of a command from the application layer, the coordinator initiates the
synchronization phase. A timer is configured to periodically generate an interrupt that wakes-up
the microcontroller. Upon wake-up, the microcontroller configures the transceiver and transmits
a wake-up packet that has a duration of transmit duration. After the wake-up packet has been
transmitted the microcontroller puts the transceiver back to sleep mode until the next wake-
up event defined by transmit interval. The process is repeated until the total duration of the
synchronization phase expires, which is defined by synchronization interval.
On the node side, the timer is configured to periodically generate an interrupt that wakes-up
the microcontroller (check interval). Upon wake-up, the microcontroller configures the radio
transceiver and puts it in receive mode for a certain amount of time (wake-up time). Once the
wake-up event expires, the microcontroller puts the transceiver back to sleep mode until the
next wake-up event. If a wake-up packet is successfully received from the coordinator when the
transceiver is in receive mode, the node schedules the beginning of the next data transmission
phase (indicated in the wake-up packet) by configuring a timer interrupt and goes back to sleep.
The interrupt will wake up the node to start the data transmission phase at the right time.
The network synchronization parameters that describe the operation of the coordinator and the
nodes are summarized in Table 2. With such configuration parameters, the node radio duty cycle
during the synchronization phase has a value of approximately 0.1%, which yields an average
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Parameter Ticks Time
Synchronization interval 65535 ti 2 s
Transmit interval 32 ti 0.9765 ms
Transmit duration 16 ti 0.4882 ms
Check interval 32768 ti 1 s
Wake-up time 32 ti 0.9765 ms
Table 2: LPDQ network synchronization parameters.
Parameter Ticks Time
Access subperiod 28 ti 0.85 ms
Data subperiod 168 ti 5.12 ms
Feedback subperiod 42 ti 1.28 ms
SIFS 16 ti 0.488 ms
LIFS 32 ti 0.976 ms
Total 390 ti 11.9 ms
Table 3: LPDQ data transmission parameters.
energy consumption of 30 uA on our platform. With a battery capacity of 1500 mAh, a node can
remain alive in the network synchronization phase for 5 years.
4.4. Data transmission phase
Regarding data transmission, the implementation of the frame timing on both the coordina-
tor and the nodes has also been realized using the microprocessor RTC, attaining the same tick
resolution. As described earlier, there are three fixed-time subperiods in each frame: access
request, data transmission, and feedback information. The parameters that characterize and de-
scribe the duration of each subperiod are summarized in Table 3. Taking into consideration these
parameters, LPDQ operates at a rate of 84 frames/second.
The number of ARP slots, m, within the access subperiod can be arbitrary chosen and deter-
mines the speed at which collisions can be resolved. Xu et al. demonstrated in [34] that setting
m = 3 is sufficient to ensure the stability of the protocol by resolving collisions in the access
request subperiod faster than the actual transmission of data packets. Increasing the number of
slots has minimal impact on the performance of the collision resolution mechanism but extends
the duration of the frames at no gain. Therefore, we have set m = 3 in our implementation.
Regarding the data transmission subperiod, it is important to note that with the chosen timing
configuration and selected data rate, as presented earlier, the data packet is able to transport a
payload of up to 127 bytes. Such configuration makes LPDQ fully compatible with standardized
protocols for the Internet of Things [2], i.e., 6LoWPAN frames and other upper layer protocols
such as CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol).
Finally, it is important to remark that all nodes must receive each FBP to maintain synchro-
nization and properly update the values of CRQ and DTQ. Therefore, nodes apply a simple
mechanism to detect possible synchronization losses and to correct them, e.g., when a FBP is
not received due to multi-path propagation or external interference. The mechanism makes use
of a counter that is initialized to a predetermined value. This counter is decreased by one unit
every time a FBP is not received. In such case, the node also resets the value of CRQ and DTQ
to avoid interfering with other nodes. If the counter reaches zero, the node considers that it has
lost communication with the coordinator and returns to the synchronization phase.
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4.5. Implementation challenges
Four main challenges had to be resolved to operate LPDQ in a robust manner. These chal-
lenges are described in the next subsections.
4.5.1. Time synchronization
Compared to FSA, LPDQ has much strict timing requirements because within each frame five
different events occur: an ARP subperiod with m = 3 ARP slots, a data subperiod with a data
slot and, finally, a feedback subperiod. Attaining such a granular synchronization poses a severe
challenge because loosing synchronization can lead to interference in the protocol behavior, e.g.,
a node transmitting out of the slot bounds. There are three aspects related to time synchronization
that had to be taken into account along the implementation process:
1. Clock drift. Due to physical characteristics of the crystals used to source the microcron-
troller RTC, e.g., construction, temperature, aging, etc., the ticks of the clock may have a
relative drift between nodes. In order to compensate this drift, each node aligns its clock in
the data transmission phase when it receives the feedback packet from the coordinator. With
this approach it is possible to achieve a per-frame network-wise synchronization of ±1 tick
or ±30.51 us with the coordinator. This is sufficient to ensure that crystal characteristics
do not interfere with the protocol timing. Other techniques to cope with clock drift due to
temperature effects have been recently reported in [35].
2. Turn-around times. The delay to turn on and off the radio transceiver and the time it takes
to change from one state to the other, e.g., from idle to receive or transmit and viceversa.
These delays are caused by the time it takes for the radio transceiver clock to stabilize. Since
these delays are deterministic, or have a worst case response time, it is possible to measure
the worst case condition of each delay using a logic analyzer and compensate them in the
firmware. For example, in our implementation, an event that needs to change the radio
transceiver state from idle to receive is compensated by 4 ticks or 122 us, which is enough
to be in accordance with the CC430 datasheet [30].
3. Processing delays. The time it takes the microcontroller to prepare a packet to be transmit-
ted or to process the data received from the radio transceiver, and to take action based on it,
is not deterministic. Moreover, this time is different for nodes and the coordinator because
they process data differently. For instance, nodes need to execute the protocol rules after
receiving a feedback packet from the coordinator. To compensate for these delays, we have
included a SIFS after each ARP slot in the access subperiod and after the data packet in
the data subperiod, and a LIFS after the feedback packet in the feedback subperiod. This
ensures that both the coordinator and the nodes have enough processing time.
4.5.2. ARP selection
The selection of ARP slots by the nodes has to meet two properties to ensure that the resolution
of ARP collisions is logarithmic with a base equal to the number of ARP slots in the access
subperiod:
1. It has to follow a uniform distribution, e.g., all the ARP slots must have the same probability
to be selected.
2. It must have no memory, e.g., the selection of the next ARP slot shall not depend on the
previously selected ARP slot.
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Figure 5: Selection and transition properties of the ARP selection mechanism based on a Galois
LFSR.
The mechanism to select the ARP in nodes is based on a PRNG (Pseudo-Random Number
Generator). In order to obtain a truly random process, we obtain the seed for the PRNG by
reading the noise level at input of the ADC (Analog-to-Digital Converter). Then, the pseudo-
random sequence is generated using a Galois LFSR (Linear-Feedback Shift Register).
A simple experiment has been conducted to check the suitability of this approach. A single
node selects an ARP slot at random within the access request subperiod and transmits an ARP
to the coordinator. The process is repeated 25.000 times and the state probability, e.g., the prob-
ability of selecting each ARP, and state transition probabilities, e.g., the probability of selecting
an ARP depending on the ARP previously selected, are computed. The results obtained, shown
in Figure 5, validate the good operation of such mechanism.
However, it is worth noting that if two or more nodes generate the same initial seed, then all
the pseudo-random numbers that will be generated using the Galois LFSR will be exactly the
same. Thus, the nodes will select the same ARP slots again and again, resulting in continuous
ARP collisions. This situation would lead to nodes not being able to join the DTQ and therefore,
not being able to transmit their data packets. To solve this problem our implementation ensures
that a new seed is generated every time a node collides in the transmission of an ARP.
4.5.3. Collision detection
Detecting collisions in the access subperiod is a great challenge. Radio transceivers have not
been specifically designed for such purpose, but to provide robust data transmissions. How-
ever, the proper operation of the BTSA, and thus LPDQ, depends on the successful detection
of whether each ARP is either success, empty or collision, to enable nodes join the appropriate
queue; the CRQ in the case of ARP collision and the DTQ in the case of ARP success.
Ideally, the state of an access request slot, e.g. idle, success, or collision could be established
by determining i) the presence or absence of a physical layer preamble (note that all data packets
must have attached a preamble to enable synchronization at the receiver side), and ii) the amount
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of energy present in the channel for the duration of an ARP, i.e., the RSS (Receiver Signal
Strength). In the latter case, a threshold must be defined to determine when the channel is
considered to be either occupied or idle. According to these two criteria, the following four
situations can occur:
• Preamble detected and RSS above the threshold; in this case, a success is claimed.
• Preamble detected but RSS below the threshold; in this case, a collision is claimed.
• Preamble not detected and RSS above the threshold; in this case, a collision is claimed.
• Preamble not detected but RSS below the threshold; in this case, an empty is claimed.
In our implementation, we have set the RSS threshold at -80 dBm. In order to define this value,
we have analyzed the noise level present in the channel using a spectrum analyzer to ensure that
the false positive rate, defined as the probability that a collision is detected when the ARP slot is
actually empty because no node transmitted an ARP, is negligible.
Unfortunately, real world implementation shows that artifacts such as clock drifts, transmis-
sion delays, or propagation effects, make the status detection more difficult. In particular:
1. Lack of synchronization. Assuming that nodes are synchronized to a clock with a 1 tick
resolution, and considering that two nodes can have a maximum relative drift of 2 ticks,
e.g., 61 us, a node can start transmitting its ARP up to 61 us earlier than another node.
Therefore, the coordinator will receive the preamble of a node before the preamble of the
other, detecting a successful ARP transmission when, indeed, a collision has occurred.
2. Capture effect [36]. The coordinator can receive the transmissions from two nodes with
different RSS values due to either their different location or the effects of multi-path propa-
gation. Therefore, the coordinator will receive the signal from the closest node with higher
RSS, treating the signal of the furthest node as noise or interference. Again, a successful
ARP slot will be announced when, in reality, a collision has occurred.
In both cases the feedback provided by the coordinator will indicate that the ARP slot has
been successful and the two nodes will enter the DTQ in the same position. This will lead to a
collision in the data subperiod when both nodes get to the first position of DTQ simultaneously,
yielding a degradation of the protocol performance.
In order to overcome these two problems, LPDQ attaches the node UID (Unique IDentifier)
and a CRC to each ARP. Therefore, once an ARP is received, a CRC check is performed. If the
check is successful, then the node UID of the successful ARP is included in the feedback packet.
However, if a preamble is correctly detected but the CRC check fails, then the ARP is considered
to be collided and a null node UID is indicated in the feedback packet by the coordinator. There-
fore, the detection of the status of the ARP slots becomes very reliable, avoiding the effects of
the capture effect and the lack of perfect synchronization. It is worth mentioning that assuming
an ideal configuration with m = 3 access slots, the inclusion of 3 UIDs in the FBP has no sig-
nificant impact on the performance of the protocol, even though the overhead increases slightly.
As an alternative to including the UIDs and thus reduce the overhead, it would be possible to
include a random number computed per node per each transmitted ARP and making sure that the
probability that two or more nodes select the same random number and select the same ARP slot
in the same frame is negligible.
Finally, it is important to remark that the inclusion of the UID and a CRC to the ARP is a
workaround to the limitation posed by current radio transceivers which have not been designed
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to detect packet collisions. Instead, they have been designed to reliably transmit data and thus
implement robust modulations that lead to the capture effect when two signals are received to-
gether. The availability of radio transceivers more capable of detecting collisions, such as those
based on modulations based on phase would lead to communications less sensitive to the capture
effect and would thus approach the performance of the protocol to its theoretical optimum.
4.5.4. Multi-path propagation
It has been demonstrated that channel hopping at the 2.4 GHz band is able to combat both
multi-path propagation and external interference effects [37]. On the one hand, multi-path prop-
agation is caused by reflected radio-frequency signals, which are out-of-phase with the main
signal propagation path. This phenomena may lead to destructive interference that reduces PDR
(Packet Delivery Ratio). On the other hand, external interferences are caused by other networks
operating in the vicinity at the same frequency band. Similarly, this phenomena may lead to a
reduction in the PDR when listen-before-talk mechanisms are not implemented.
However, at the Sub-GHz bands, it has been demonstrated that channel hopping can only
combat the effects of external interferences. This is due to the fact that the channel coherence
bandwidth at the sub-GHz bands is larger than the available bandwidth [33], which causes that
all the channels of the band are highly correlated. Taking into consideration these results, other
mechanisms may be required to add robustness against multi-path propagation in LPDQ imple-
mentations that operate at Sub-GHz bands. Among other alternatives, the inclusion of antenna
diversity at the physical layer could help solving this problem.
5. Protocol evaluation
In this section, we conduct an empirical evaluation of the LPDQ protocol. The first subsection
presents the results of a single experiment with 15 nodes to aid understanding the operation of
LPDQ with regard to the CRQ and DTQ evolution, as well as the transmission of data packets
within each frame. The second subsection presents the results of experiments depending on the
number of nodes present in the network and compares them with the simulated results of the
optimal configuration of FSA, e.g., when the number of slots per frame is equal to the number of
nodes present in the network [38].
5.1. Single experiment
In this subsection, 15 nodes and the coordinator are placed on a table at an approximate dis-
tance of 2 m, as shown in Figure 6. The coordinator and the nodes use the configuration parame-
ters presented in the previous section and summarized in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3. All nodes
transmit with a power of 0 dBm and, with such configuration, the average RSS at the coordinator
is approximately equal to -35 dBm. In each experiment nodes synchronize using the low-power
listening mechanism described in Section 3 and transmit data packets to the coordinator until the
experiment is over. Nodes have an infinite number of data packets to be transmitted. This means
that upon successful transmission of a data packet, each node contends again for the channel by
transmitting an ARP in the next available frame once the CRQ has become empty and new access
requests are granted. Each experiment consists of 2 seconds for network synchronization and 3
seconds for data transmission, which translates into approximately 255 frames being elapsed.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the total number of elements in the CRQ and the DTQ, i.e.,
the queue length, as well as the accumulated packet count for successful and empty frames for
15
Figure 6: Experiment setup with a coordinator and 15 nodes.
two independent experiments, (a) and (b). The horizontal axis represents the time evolution
in terms of the absolute frame number, i.e., the number of frames that have elapsed since the
start of the experiment. The left vertical axis represents the instantaneous length of the CRQ
and DTQ, whereas the right vertical axis represents the count for each of the data packet states
in each frame, e.g., success, empty or error. In a particular frame, the success event indicates
the probability that a packet transmitted in the data subperiod is successfully received by the
coordinator, the empty event indicates that there is no packet transmission and, finally, the error
event indicates that there is a packet transmission but it is discarded by the coordinator as it did
not pass the CRC check.
In both figures, it can be observed that the CRQ and DTQ lengths evolve over the frame
number and rapidly converge to their expected values. The CRQ becomes empty once all nodes
have successfully resolved their collisions and, thus, have entered the DTQ. In its turn, the length
of the DTQ converges to n-1, where n is the number of nodes in the experiment (here n =
15), due to the fact that there is always a node at the head of the DTQ that is transmitting its
data packet. The convergence time of both queues is non-deterministic because it depends on
the particular selection of ARPs made by each node independently in every experiment. For
example, Figure 7a converges after 30 frames whereas Figure 7b converges after 20 frames.
However, the convergence time is bounded in the sense that all collisions will be eventually
resolved by virtue of the BTSA and the fact that the PRNG is compliant with the ARP selection
requirements, as demonstrated in the previous section.
Another important property that can be observed in both experiments is that the success rate
in the transmission of data packets is high, 99.27% and 98.54% respectively, and there are no
collisions during data packet transmission. This is owing to the fact that only the node that is
at the head of the DTQ is allowed to transmit in the data subperiod. However, there are some
empty data packets in both experiments, 0.73% and 1.46% respectively. This phenomenon is
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Figure 7: Queue Lengths and Packet Count Evolution for Two Different Experiments, (a) and
(b), with 15 nodes. Note that in both experiments there are no packet collisions or error packets.
caused by two effects. First, due to the fact that the initial data subperiods are empty because
the DTQ is empty, as nodes are waiting in the CRQ to resolve their ARP collisions. Second,
nodes may loose synchronization with the CRQ and DTQ values due to a corrupt FBP caused by
the effects of multipath propagation or external interference. Under such circumstances, nodes
are forced to reset their respective pointers to the DTQ and CRQ to avoid interfering with other
nodes. Thus, the data subperiod assigned to these nodes will be empty. However, it is important
to remark that such event does not affect the remaining nodes because they will update their
pointers accordingly upon the reception of the FBP.
Figure 8 shows the histogram for the same two experiments presented in Figure 7. In this case,
the horizontal axis represents the unique identifier of each node that takes part of the experiment,
whereas the vertical axis is the percentage of data subperiods assigned to each of these nodes. It
is important to remark that the bin with Node ID zero is the probability that a data subperiod is
empty due to the reasons explained before.
The main aspect to observe in Figure 8 is how all nodes receive a fair share of the network
resources despite the fact that there is no scheduler that determines which node can transmit at
each frame. That is, the network is able to autonomously build a schedule using the BTSA and
the information obtained from resolving the collisions in the access subperiod. In particular, each
node in the network receives one out of each n data subperiods, with n being the number of nodes
that are part of the network. The small differences that can be appreciated among certain nodes
(below 1.0%) are due to the fact that a single experiment only lasts for approximately 255 frames
and, at that point, some nodes may have had the chance to transmit an additional data packet
whereas other nodes are still waiting on the DTQ to transmit their respective data packet.
5.2. Average performance
In this subsection, the experiment setup to evaluate the average performance of LPDQ is the
same as in the previous section. Nodes synchronize using the low-power listening mechanism
and transmit data packets to the coordinator. Each experiment is comprised of 2 seconds for net-
work synchronization and 3 seconds for data transmission, which translates into approximately
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Figure 8: Data transmission histogram for two different experiments, (a) and (b), with 15 nodes.
Note that Node ID zero represents the empty probability.
255 frames being elapsed. However, here we conduct experiments with a different number of
nodes (from 5 to 25 nodes, in steps of 5 nodes) to evaluate the data transmission mechanism of
LPDQ. In addition, in this case, we repeat each experiment 100 times and compute the average
and standard deviation of the computed values to observe how LPDQ behaves on the average
depending on the number of nodes in each experiment.
As presented earlier, two key performance indicators of LPDQ are the evolution of the lengths
of the CRQ and the DTQ depending on the number of nodes that are in the network. Figure 9a
shows the average evolution of the length of the CRQ for the different number of nodes in each
experiment. Each point in the line is the average of 100 experiments and the shadowed surface
above and below the average curve represents the standard deviation of each experiment. In the
beginning of the experiment, the length of the CRQ grows rapidly due to the collisions occurring
in the ARP slots when all the devices attempt to get access to the channel. However, the BTSA
algorithm splits collisions into subgroups and allows to resolve them in subsequent frames. Once
a collision is resolved, the successful nodes enter the DTQ at the last position (in any arbitrary
order, for example using the chronology of the access slots), thus ensuring that no collisions
exist during the transmission of data packets. Finally, after a certain number of frames, the
length of the CRQ converges to zero. Since only one node can leave the DTQ at a given frame,
once the network reaches steady state operation, the CRQ is always empty in average. However,
as described on the previous section, small deviations exist due to the fact that the collision
resolution process is non-deterministic.
It is worth recalling that the BTSA is blocking; thus, nodes that have already transmitted a data
packet have to wait until the CRQ is empty to be able to enter the network again. This behavior
explains the sudden increase in the length of the CRQ after it starts decreasing, e.g., around frame
15 for the experiment with 25 nodes. At that point, all the nodes that have already transmitted
a data packet will try to access the system again because the CRQ is empty, causing another
batch of ARP collisions. However, the BTSA resolves these collisions again and the length of
the CRQ converges again to zero. Note that the number of contending nodes in this second batch
of collisions is lower than at the beginning because there are nodes which are still in the DTQ
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Figure 9: Evolution of the average length of the CRQ (a) and the DTQ (b) depending on the
number of nodes in the network in each experiment.
waiting for their turn to transmit. In this case, the collision resolution algorithm and the data
transmission process are executed simultaneously, leading to an improved network performance.
Figure 9b shows the evolution of the average length of the DTQ for the different number of
nodes in each experiment. Again, the horizontal axis represents the time evolution in terms of
the frame number, where each point is the average of 100 experiments and the shadowed surface
above and below the average curve represents the standard deviation of each experiment, and the
vertical axis represents the average length of the DTQ. It is possible to observe how the length of
the DTQ rapidly converges to n− 1 and the standard deviation is bounded. This is due to the fact
that at each frame only one node can leave the DTQ. It is also important to remark that the time
it takes for the length of the DTQ to converge is bounded. In the worst case scenario, this time is
determined by the BTSA, which depends on the value of n and m.
LPDQ yields a performance close to the optimal that can be achieved at the MAC layer thanks
to the use of the distributed queues CRQ and DTQ, and the use of the BTSA. In addition, since
collisions are confined to the ARPs slots, which are very small compared to the data subperiod,
the energy required to solve collisions is smaller. Moreover, the concurrent execution of the
collision resolution algorithm and the transmission of data offers a performance advantage with
other MAC protocols using data packets for contention.
Finally, Figure 10 shows the average of the outcome of data packet transmissions with LPDQ.
This figure shows the percentage of success, empty and error packets depending on the number
of nodes present in each experiment. Each point is the average of 100 experiments and the error
bars represent the standard deviation. As it is possible to observe, LPDQ achieves a MAC perfor-
mance close to 99% with a typical standard deviation smaller than 5% regardless of the number
of nodes. This behavior is caused by the fact that there are no data-packet collisions. Instead,
the collisions are confined to the ARP slots and, based on its outcome, nodes are organized into
the distributed queues CRQ and DTQ using the BTSA. However, there is a small probability that
some data subperiods are empty, e.g., 2% for the experiment with 20 nodes. As presented earlier,
this behavior may be caused by the effects of external interference or multi-path propagation,
which may cause a FBP packet to not be successfully received by a node. This leads to the reset
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of the DTQ and CRQ pointers, which forces that particular node to re-enter the system. In that
case, the data subperiod assigned to the node will be empty because no other node will be able to
transmit its data packet. However, as described earlier, such event does not affect the remaining
nodes in terms of throughput, latency, fairness or energy consumption, because they will update
their pointers accordingly upon the reception of the FBP.
In conclusion, LPDQ offers a clear performance advantage over FSA or any other random
access packet based on contention with data packets. Even in the optimal case, e.g., when the
number of slots per frame is equal to the number of nodes in the network, FSA yields a MAC
performance of only 36.8%. This implies that, with FSA, approximately only 4 out of 10 packets
transmitted by the nodes will be successfully received by the coordinator. This increases the
amount of time required to collect information from all the nodes of the network and it also in-
creases the average energy consumption of nodes. Note that every packet retransmission leads to
additional energy charge being extracted from the battery. In addition, it is important to remark
that optimum performance of FSA can be achieved when n = m, which implies a priori knowl-
edge of the network. However, LPDQ operates independently of the number of devices in the
network. Finally, it is worth highlighting another interesting property of LPDQ; even without a
network schedule that determines how resources are assigned to nodes, the MAC protocol is fair.
As nodes join the DTQ in order and only one node can leave the DTQ at a time, all nodes in the
network receive the same amount of network resources, e.g., transmission opportunities.
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Figure 10: Average data packet transmission with FSA and LPDQ. Note that the LPDQ Col+Err
bar does not appear because there are no packet collisions or error packets in the experiments.
6. Conclusions
This paper has introduced LPDQ as a novel efficient, fair, and low-power MAC protocol
specifically suited for wireless data collection scenarios with a large number of mobile nodes
that generate bursty traffic. Today, such scenarios are typically addressed by MAC protocols
based on FSA, which has a maximum efficiency of 36.8% due to the effects of contention. More-
over, such efficiency can only be achieved when the number of slots per frame is equal to the
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number of nodes in the network, which is unknown a priori. On the contrary, LPDQ is able to
dynamically build and dynamically update a network schedule that enables all nodes to trans-
mit free-of-collisions data packets, thus achieving efficiencies close to 99%. In addition, LPDQ
performance is independent of the number of nodes in the network and fair in the sense that all
nodes receive a similar amount of network resources. The paper has presented the design prin-
ciples, operation fundamentals, implementation details of LPDQ and an experimental evaluation
using real hardware. The implementation and the results presented in this paper demonstrate the
suitability of the technology for low-power commercial radio transceivers and outline it as a clear
candidate for upcoming IoT standards targeted at data collection scenarios with an unpredictable
number of connected devices.
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